In recent years, broad swathes of the social sciences bear witness to a rapidly growing and many-sided interest in speculation. Oriented, on the one hand, to science fiction, climate fiction, and various indigenous fictions and, on the other, to speculative philosophy and empiricism these speculative turns signal increasing dissatisfaction with dominant theoretical frameworks, and indeed with dominant understandings of what theory is and does. Confronted with accelerating climate disruptions and political upheavals across the planet, existing conceptual tool-boxes appear to provide diminishing returns.

Against this backdrop, I describe experiments with speculative propositions in two quite different contexts. The first takes us to the Mekong, the actual transformations of which are blended with Paolo Bacigalupi’s quasi-dystopic near science-fiction *The Wind-Up Girl* The second conceives of ongoing events in Hong Kong, the silkpunk imaginary of Ken Liu’s *The Grace of Kings* and the alternative world-history of Kim Stanley Robinson’s *The Years of Rice and Salt* as leaky sets, put into communication to give shape to speculative *Hong Kong* as a cosmopolitical proposition. Together, the “cases” offer an illustration of what it might mean to use speculative resources to take care of the possible.
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